
We would like to invite all homeowners to come enjoy a festive family fun day 
with us, on Saturday 1 December, from 11am to 4pm. Please bring the entire 
family, even if it is only for a portion on the day.
 

Activities planned:

• Bring a present and Santa will hand them out when he arrives.

• Enjoy the singing of Giovanni.

• Giant water slide for young and old.

• Jumping castles.

• Pap, sauce, salad, braais and fire will be provided.

• Kids from the Jacaranda Children’s Home will join us.

Christmas Family Fun Day – 1 December

November 2012

2012 was a good year for Lombardy Estate and Health Spa. It 
started with the appointment of Jonathan Faurie in January, the 
new General Manager for the HOA. Making good on his promise to 
develop the many green initiatives on the estate, Johnny soon 
displayed his passion for sustainability through punting the 
myriad of natural resources on the estate. Look out for his tips and 
thoughts on saving water and attracting alternative "gardeners" to 
help with the upkeep of the estate.

On another level, 2012 was a particularly busy year when it came to 

construction on the estate, with a number of units due for completion by the 

end of this year, and many more in various stages of building - especially on the 

stands. Judged purely on the completion statistics, occupancy will be quite 

high during the coming year, raising the number of 67 homes currently 

occupied by some margin.

A closer look affords us a more detailed analysis of what have 
transpired the past year on the estate:
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LOMBARDY ESTATE 
& HEALTH SPA 2012
REFLECTING ON A YEAR OF SUCCESS

The marketing drive for Lombardy Estate is currently in full swing, with 

publications such as De Kat (Afrikaans and English editions), Pretoria News and 

Beeld targeted. Again, the focus for most of these advertorials (more substantial 

than adverts) is the country feel of the estate, seen through the eyes of the 

Lombardy homeowners, or Brand Ambassadors, themselves. 

Some new photography for our image library are adding much value to the media 

campaign that broke in October. These stunning images are also integrated into 

new brochures, updates to the website, and into our media bookings. 

MARKETING 
CAMPAIGN & SALES

A few words from the new General Estate Manager
It is hard to believe that we are at the end of the year and that the 
festive season is once again upon us. The estate is growing every month 
with a quite a few new houses in the construction phase, and some new 
faces added to the landscape as residents move in. 
The summer sunsets bring a good feeling to the estate and everybody seems to be out and 
about, enjoying the good weather we've been having.

The end of the year also gives us time to reflect and evaluate if we achieved the goals that 
we set for the estate.

Please measure our performance and service to you by logging on to our website at 
www.lombardyestate.co.za and using our new CRM system. This will ensure that we 
deliver on the high expectations we set ourselves.

Yours sincerely,

Jonathan Faurie

Security
We are happy to report that the estate had no security incidents this year. 
Congratulations to our security service providers and their management 
team for a job well done!

Landscaping
The standards of our gardens and common areas are at a new level. We are looking forward to the judging of our 
gardens by SALI and believe that we will do very well. 

Many of our gardens as well as the entrance gate received a facelift and various colourful perennials were planted 
in this area. The parks and pavilion are luscious and green and a favourite playing area for kids.

We have also noticed an increase in birdlife activity. The various species all contribute respectively to the ecosystem 
as alternative “gardeners”, helping in eating grubs and other common garden pests. 

If you cannot remember when you last stopped to listen to the chorus of birds on the estate, invite them into your 
garden with a bird-feeder. By buying a bird-feeder you’ll be supporting the valuable ecosystems and encouraging 
biodiversity in our estate.

HOA UPDATE

Recycle bins
We have placed recycle bins at the entrance to the estate and want to ask homeowners to please use them as part of the estate's 
green strategy and initiative.

Plants of the Month

Hemerocallis
• Better known as the Daylily - spread across Lombardy Estate
• Highly diverse in colour and form, Daylilies are perennial plans
• The name actually means "beautiful day" in Greek, alluding to the  
 flowers which typically only last for 24 hours
• Native to Eurasia, China, Korea and Japan, there are over 60 000  
 registered cultivars
• The daylily is often called "the perfect perennial," due to its    
 dazzling colours, ability to tolerate drought, capability to thrive in many zones, and requiring very little care
• Lighter shades, such as yellow, pink, and pastels require the sun to bring out all of their colour
• Darker Daylilies, such as some red and purple flowers, need shade because their darker couloirs absorb heat
• The flowers of some species are edible and are used in Chinese cuisine
• The plant has also been used for medicinal purposes
• Care must be used as some species of lilies can be toxic

DEVELOPMENT
NEWS

Our construction program is currently focused on L34, L35, L36 and L45, for 

completion before year end.  This will take completed inventory to 41 of 57 

units in phase 1 (72% completion.)

Lombardy Lakes

We are currently 88% complete in phase 1, and are waiting for a further 4 units 
to be handed to the Developer for Practical Completion inspections by the 
architect.  These units are generally ready for completion to be certified but this 
is likely to be attended to 
early next year; 

Lombardy Fountains

DEVELOPER
RENTAL PROGRAM

The rental program continues to be popular, with 10 Lombardy Fountain units 

offered to the rental agents, and all of the units being secured through 1-year 

leases. As the demand for Fountains rentals is still substantial, we will be 

introducing further inventory into the rental pool soon. 

Over and above the 12 finished (and occupied homes) on the stands, we currently 
have 9 homes being built on the stands (4 of which are due for completion by the 
end of the year);

Since August we have received 7 new plans from stand owners, with construction 
expected on some to begin 
this year.

Lombardy Stands

Lombardy Estate and Health Spa would like to welcome Willie Oosthuizen and his 
wife Martie as our newest Brand Ambassadors, following in the footsteps of Leo 
Haese, Marius van Schalkwyk, Pieter and Annaliesa Grobler, Danie Crous, Deni 
Nkabinde and Albert Moffat. 

Willie and Martie generously granted us an interview and allowed us to take pictures 
of their beautiful home, to be used in some of our latest marketing collateral. Please 
enjoy this extract from one of our advertorials, featuring the views of the 
Oosthuizens on why they bought a home at Lombardy:
 
'We are not 1st and 2nd floor people,' says Willie Oosthuizen, 67-year old architect, 
explaining why he chose Lombardy Estate and Health Spa when he and his wife, 
Martie, decided to leave the smallholding where they have been living for the past 
30 years. 'We wanted to scale down, get a lock-up-and-go property. But coming 
from a 2ha smallholding, most properties in secure estates we looked at felt like we 
were going to live in a chicken coup. And we need space.' 

Space was the first thing that attracted them to Lombardy Estate and Health Spa. The 
100 hectares of space, indigenous greenery, wetlands, waterways and open expanse felt like 
the perfect solution. It felt like living in the country. Yet it is situated only 15 minutes 
from the centre of Pretoria. 

'Even though we bought an apartment, the layout and architecture is such that it doesn't feel like we are living in a complex,' says Willie. As an architect 
himself, Willie appreciates the overall architecture, inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright's classic Prairie style - the low overhangs, the earthy colours and the 
spaciousness of the interiors, opening up to the ample outside. Willie also mentions that the uniformity enforced by the developer adds to the overall 
aesthetic. 'The attention to detail and beautiful lines of the homes harmonizes proportionately with each other,' says Willie. 'It is indicative of a well 
thought-out estate.'

With four children and twelve grandchildren, the estate really comes into its own when they all decide to visit. 'There is more than enough space, right 
on our doorstep, for all our grandchildren to play or even ride their bicycles,' says Willie. As an avid cyclist himself, Willie and his wife can often be seen 
riding the 3,5km oval road inside the estate to stay fit - sometimes even late at night. 'Because the security is so good, you can ride your bicycle any 
time of day or night. In fact, the security is so good that I've wasted a whole lot of money installing an alarm system in my house that I never use - I 
haven't set it once!' 

Talking to Willie about the move from a smallholding to an estate, he is adamant that after a year of living in Lombardy, he prefers the estate. 'I don't 
have to do the garden,' he smiles. 'The levy, which by the way is a bargain, covers the upkeep of the estate completely. You cannot hire someone to 
do your garden for that price.' 

When describing their personal interior style, Willie likens it to living in his favourite jacket. 'Our house grows with us,' he says. 'Because of the 
spaciousness, the modern lines and the amount of light, most of our furniture and design elements are quite modern.' The modern influences are offset 
by handpicked classical pieces, and further enhanced by colourful, textured carpets, as well as a collection of South African art. 'We buy what we like,' 
says Willie. 'The same way we decided to buy at Lombardy. It was beautiful. And for us, it made sense on every level.'

BRAND 
AMBASSADOR

Completed Transferred Occupied
Oct-12 37 32 28

Lakes

Completed Transferred Occupied
Oct-12 44 17 27

Fountains

Unsold Transferred Built
Oct-12 98 186 12

Stands


